Brown Looks For New Dean
by Michael J. Harrington

Dr. Robert J. Bonchom has resigned as Dean of Students effective in the fall semester 1975. This week President Martin announced Bonchom’s resignation in order to return to academic life. He is a tenured faculty member of the MMAE department.

Bill Brown, Director of Campus Life under whose authority the Dean of Student’s Office falls, commented on Bonchom’s position as Dean, stating: “I think that Dean Bonchom has done a good job over the years. Much of the state’s budget over the years is attributable to the fact that he has had to carry out some unpopular policies for the administration.” Brown also added, “I’ve always felt that he’s been a conscientious policeman for the students. In many ways his departure from the office is regrettable.”

With the creation of the post of Director of Campus Life the position of the Dean’s office has been radically changed. Brown also feels that the joining of authority of the office has been changed “mainly because I have more time to be involved in the affairs of the students.” On the subject of a new structure in the Dean’s office Brown asked “I expect to see several major changes in personnel and in function of this office.”

Gebhart Seeks Support

Although there is no Vice-President for Development at the moment, ITT’s effort to find an individual who must be retained is evident. One of the most important functions in the solicitation of grants, donations, and other funds from private industry and corporations for ITT. During the summer period of the year, the Vice-President for Development Martin has asked Dr. Bernard Gebhart to serve as acting-director of development.

Smith Fills in at Development

Smith’s duty was the solicitation of corporate funds to support the scholarship and teaching fund of the university. Smith has a current list of 217 firms, all of whom are willing to give funds for the support of the university. He has also been able to raise over $100,000 in the past year.

Commons Cafe-Closing

The Commons cafe will be closed permanently Friday, February 14, 1975, and all cafe equipment will be auctioned off. The cafe has been a popular spot for students and faculty alike. The cafe was opened in 1969 to provide a place for students to study and socialize. It has been a favorite spot for many students over the years. The cafe will be replaced with a new, smaller cafe, which will be located in a different part of the campus. In addition, a new vending machine will be installed in the cafe. The new machine will accept both cash and credit cards. It will be open for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. The cafe will also be open on weekends, which has been a popular feature in the past.

Back To MMAE

by Don Valdman

Robert J. Bonchom, Dean of Students at the Illinois Institute of Technology, has announced his resignation from that post effective at the end of August of this year.

Although a lot has changed in the MMAE department, the University will not be affected. Students will be well advised to have a good time at the University.

The author of this article is a student at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He has been a member of the Alumni Association for several years and is a member of the University’s Board of Trustees.

Cont. on 5
Employment Outlook for Engineers

by Dick Fraunhofer

This is the IE's article on the fate of graduates of the Illinois Institute of Technology as they graduate and enter the postgraduate world--something that generally is uncomfortable large and unmanageable in the context of a Technology News story.

Then, I have decided to limit my discussion to IE Engineering graduates. Actually, I have picked five departments at random and will present information from and about these five: Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Electronics Engineering, and Mechanical Engineering. Both the results and implications of this study appear as a profile of the IIT grad.

THE CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT graduates 25-30 students in the spring and another half dozen or so in the winter. The chairman of the department Dr. W. W. Watan, said that of these, 25 graduates, less than 20%, say they go on to graduate school of the three, perhaps one will remain and two will go elsewhere. This is not unusual in graduate students after not, and is sometimes encouraged, to do graduate work at another school for experience or other reasons.

The other graduates go right into industry. Positions are not lacking. An average of 40 graduates a year is about $12,800 a year.

SALARIES HAVE RISEN to go but up over the future, as the demand for chemical engineers has increased recently. It is expected that the graduates are employed by many industries, including oil, petroleum, chemical, and engineering control and energy. In short, he feels that the current energy problems have much to do with the increased demand of late.

Here is one recent graduate's description of his job for a job. The basic elements of his search are similar to the elements that you, yourself, as a future practicing engineer graduate, might want to consider. In the past, graduates hold positions such as...
Janka Takes Two

In an unusual move, Major Paul Janka, Assistant Professor of Aerospace Studies at the University of Alabama, accepted a second position as commanding officer in the Civil Engineering department. Even more surprising in these inflationary times is that he is taking on the additional class load, without pay.

Major Janka, who has headed the Air Force ROTC program since last fall, stepped into this position at the request of the CE department head, Dr. John Leonard. Dr. Leonard having many years of surveying experience in the Air Force, he was able to come to the position well qualified. The Civil Engineering department heard of my training,” commented Janka. "They needed someone to take over the FM surveying program. In fact, he is going to be in the position to pay for a student. In fact, he is going to be in the position to pay for the student himself. This is important to me, as I am doing this in the service of the nation."

In the coming months, Janka expects to resign from his position with the Air Force. The nation needs him more on the ground!

Mini Programs Return

This semester, Mini Programs will offer about twenty courses. The courses will run from March 20 to April 28. A schedule will be published on the University Calendar. The courses will be offered in Blocks of four weeks, as follows:

1. "Building a Bridge" - Taught by Mr. Charles Smith
2. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
3. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
4. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
5. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
6. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
7. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
8. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
9. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
10. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
11. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
12. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
13. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
14. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
15. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
16. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
17. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
18. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
19. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson
20. "Exploring the Galaxy" - Taught by Dr. John Johnson

Some of the courses will be available on a pay-per-view basis, and others will be free. Students can register for courses at the University Office of Continuing Education. The courses are aimed at students, staff, faculty, and the general public.

Loot!
The cast for Theatre III's spring production "Loot" is being chosen by the new theater department head, Dr. Michael Blake. The production will be directed by Associate Professor of Theatre, Dr. David Sanders. The production will be held in the new Black Box Theatre on campus. Tickets will be sold for $10 per student, $15 for general admission, and $20 for VIP tickets. The production will run from May 1 to May 10. The cast and crew are currently rehearsing.
Janitors' Strike
May Devastate Dorms

by Peter Bisla

After another negotiating session last week between Local No. 1 and the Janitors Union and IIT representatives headed by vice-president Maurice Tracht, an agreement had to come to a halt, leaving riled up; pickets continue around the commons and nearby State Street. In an updated memo addressed to the seven Local I members employed by IIT, Tracht indicated that the Institute has in fact changed its former position with several offers, one of them allowing the unions the initial wage package it requested, payable retroactively from January, but in spite of this "The Union says no and will not permit you to go back to work. Again, the Union leaders made no change of any kind from their original demands." He finds the Institute unwilling to deviate from its original bargaining package after IIT has made what he considers liberal concessions. Local 1 vice-president Ray Van Fleck flatly asserts that little or nothing has been accomplished by IIT. I

JANITORS' UNION SITUATION

On the other hand, the union members are said to be losing morale. More than 200 are reported to have signed the strike pledge and have been getting in touch with joint council members. A call has been made for more picketing.

ZPG Speaks at Sci. & Soc. Sem.

The ZPG met at 6:30 p.m., Thursday, Jan. 25 in the Student Center. The meeting was to discuss the problem of population growth. In order to address this problem, the President introduced a new member, Dr. Robert K. M. Brown, a professor of anthropology at the University of Chicago. Dr. Brown spoke about the need for a new approach to population control. He emphasized the importance of education and awareness in combating the population crisis.

Air Force ROTC...The college scholarship program with sky-high benefits.

Air Force officers are eligible for a monthly allowance of $100.00, tax-free, in your junior and senior years, even if you are not on scholarship. And flying instructors are those who qualify provide the most exciting benefit of all. Interested? Contact Major Paul J. Jansky At Telephone: (312) 355-8000, ext. 453.

Wiit Progressive Radio Featuring:
Wiit Forum Marches on First, President Martin—now, Wiit has scheduled a Forum featuring Laverne ‘Bill’ Brown, Director of Campus Life, for a live on-the-air interview and phone-in session. This one will be Wednesday, Feb. 12, at 9 pm, 640 AM.

Wiit Great Giveaway:
Free records, free bowling, free billiards and more...listen for instructions on how to win.
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announcements

Chairs Open Up

Nominations for the position of Orientation and Admissions Committee Chair are now being accepted by BTS. All interested in this position should contact Patricia Rokos, x323 or 250-881, by February 14.

Lunch Concert at HUB

There will be a free noon-time concert in the HUB Lunch Room on Feb. 12 featuring folk singer Dave McKean.

Angel Flight Reorganizing

Angel Flight, an organization which is now re-organizing on the IU campus, is holding a coffee hour on Thursday, February 10th. A gathering will be held in room 102 Alumni Hall from 2-4:00 pm. Membership is open to all students.

Talk On "Science In Israel"

The ITT CHAIYAH (The Jewish Organization on campus) will present Prof. Piller (Chem Dep't) to speak on "Science in Israel." The event is open to the public and will be held at 7:00 pm in room 112-113. For more information, contact Mrs. Harman, x355-358 or Dr. Reutzel, x400.

"American Graffiti" Coming

IU will present the movie "American Graffiti" on Sat., Feb. 10 at 7:00 pm and 9:00 pm in the HUB Auditorium.

CSCO Rescheduled

The Christian Science Organization has rescheduled their meetings. They will meet now on Thursdays at 12:15 in the chapel. Our next meeting will be Thursday, January 30.

"Day Of The Jackal" Too

IU will present "Day of the Jackal" Friday, Feb. 17 at noon and again at 8:00 pm. It is free.

Muscle Man Holiday

There will be a Variety Show meeting Monday, February 16th at 11:00 am in the Schumacher Room.

Weight lifting contest - check the intramural board in Keating Hall.

Baseball Tryouts Begin

Variety baseball tryouts begin 2/17/76. Those interested contact Coach Kline at Keating Hall or x408.

Brown Speaks On Campus Life

A new speaker series on campus will begin February 19th in the Schumacher room in the private dining room. IU's new director of campus life, LaVerne Hill Brown, will present his ideas about campus life.

Orchestra Being Formed

Don't put talent to waste. The orchestra is being formed at IU. All instruments needed. Contact John Minor x318 or x227 for further information.

ISA Presents "Bandhe Haas"

ISA presents a movie for its members and their guests on February 11th at 6:00 pm. The movie, "Bandhe Haas," appears courtesy of all India. The famous stars include Amolap Bakshi, Dhiraj and Madhur.

Harvard Seeks Graduates

The Division of Medical Sciences at Harvard University is now accepting enrollment of more minority students on its program. Harvard is attempting to provide full financial assistance to any minority group students admitted to the Division of Medical Sciences. Undergraduate interested in the program should contact Dr. Frances Kelly, acting chairman of the Biology Dept., 1111.

Homecoming Queen & Man

Nominating petitions for Ugly Man and Homecoming Queen are now available. Those interested should contact Dan Castiglione, president of APG, at 7th Ave or room EN-C. The petitions must be returned by February 12th at 12:00 pm. Voting will be by U.S. currency. The winners will be announced on the Homecoming dance on February 21st.

Bantleon Returns to Teaching

According to the article in the student newspaper, the new faculty member, Dr. Rokos, has been accepted by BTS. All interested in this position should contact Patricia Rokos, x323 or 250-881, by February 14.

DOSO Vacancy

IU is accepting applications for the position of DOSO (Director of Student Organizations). All interested should contact Brian Adams, x420.

When you need a calculator—you need it now.

No waiting for delivery. Your University Calculator Center has the largest inventory of quality units available anywhere. Plus, we specialize in the calculator requirements of the college student.

BILCO
Front TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
Accessories Distributor in the electronics industry

SR-55: Science and engineering majors will recognize the problem-solving power of this slide rule calculator. The single-function slide rule provides the means for solving problems in complex calculations. Performs trigonometric, logarithmic and hyperbolic functions. Find roots, reciprocals, factors, sines, tangents, etc. Select degree or radian mode. Fig. 50.244.44.00.

1111 Bookstore
3200 S. Wabash
New Dean: Joint Decision

Let us not make any mistakes in the selection of the new Dean of Students. It is our encouraging that Director Brown is inviting student input into the choice but the selection has been made by several as to the intent of this action. Somewhere there is an attitude on campus that the suggestion is satisfied are mere formalities, that, in fact things are pretty much decided. We feel that this is a concern that must be addressed.

Honest, open communication between all parties involved—officials, students, possible candidates—will have a two-fold effect. Firstly, the new dean will enter into an atmosphere of congeniality and cooperation—a remnant of having been jointly chosen. Secondly, another step toward building IIT into the totally interesting community Dr. Martin envisioned will have been taken. If this much could be accomplished before installing a new dean, the imagination is boggled when trying to consider the effects a mutually respected Dean of Students could have after stepping into office. With such a dean and a little give, great things could be done to promote the new overshadowed positive side of IIT—its campus life, its student organizations, and improving hopes of the future.

The choice of Dean of Students is not a foregone conclusion; much input must be weighed and evaluated for its individual merit first. No one group or fragment of IIT society ever has the right or privilege to decide what's best for the whole without at least listening to all the arguments. The students, whose lives, as well as tuition, is at stake, want to be sure that the administration continues to be responsive to our concerns.

For the Tech student, the Hub area, finding the right Dean of Students is the key. Supposedly the K-Week leftovers served can be claimed by students for the next days. A popular source for IIT peanuts is the Hub, which was recently used to purchase peanuts. Someone had discovered the K-Week Hub, the cold food was plentiful and K-Week necessities, the other main change, is the new “change” policies, requiring combinations which are used by the Hub. It is the Hub fifteen cents for a quilt. All this looks rather scary. Can it be that things so that people can now get “minestrone” or “stew” and not be totally auto-obligated to eat something cold and pay two dollars for an immediate bath at the Hub? The lack of sandwiches IIT is offering is surprising, something foolish and Russell Johnson, HUB, who is the Hub master, every two days. He should be always provide the best for the students so that they can get something warm and tasty, nice microwave oven or food from home.
COMMUNITY is the word that best describes the first PAC meeting held last Friday. The PAC is a student/faculty administration discussion group designed to advise the President of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign on issues of interest to students. The meeting was open to all interested students, faculty, and staff.

The meeting began with a brief introduction by the President, followed by a discussion of the various issues facing the University. The President emphasized the importance of student involvement in decision-making processes and encouraged students to participate actively in the decision-making process.

The meeting was followed by a lively discussion among the participants. The attendees expressed their concerns about issues such as campus facilities, academic programs, and student life. The President listened intently to the concerns and promised to consider them in the decision-making process.

The meeting ended with a call for action. The President encouraged students to continue to participate in the decision-making process and to actively engage with the administration. The meeting was deemed a success and it was decided to hold similar meetings in the future.

---

**Letters**

Dear Editor,

I am writing to express my concern about the lack of food options on campus. As a student, I find it difficult to find healthy and affordable food options that are close to my classroom. The closest cafeteria is located far from my dormitory and it is expensive.

I think the University should consider providing more options for students, especially those who have dietary restrictions. It would be great if there were more vegetarian and vegan options available.

Sincerely,

[Student Name]

---

**Technology News**

**Editor's Note**

This week's Technology News highlights the importance of technology in our daily lives. From smartphones to social media, technology has transformed the way we interact with each other.

---

**Suggested Readings**

1. "The Impact of Technology on Student Learning," by Jane Smith
2. "Social Media and Mental Health," by John Doe
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American Graffiti

Where were you in '62?

PLUS! The Phantom of the Air Chapter One: The Great Air Meet.

UB Movies
HUB Auditorium
Today and Saturday
Feb. 12 noon
Bring your lunch and enjoy a movie
(Sorry no trays.)
Feb. 8, 7:00, 9:30
Admission $1.00

Send the FTD Love Bundle for Valentine's Week...
because she's in a class by herself.

The HUB has been painted...
noticed.

Coming Fri. Feb. 21
The 3 Stooges
Laurel & Hardy
Festival
3 1/2 hrs. of Fun

Tuition
Cust. free... have any major less later. Martin contains 12 as the day, if we can turn IP.
And the faculty continually return. Dissatisfaction with may be higher than we have observed. Led President Edwin H. representatives strong
oriented pay hike, reduced. Dr. Robert D. on scales “rather low.”

And ultimately, the number exact ones.
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increase in an only one option—
Tuition increase in accoutst in the
There are, of course, bringing money into fundraising, research.
the faculty, possibly provided outside the
Martin generally agreed, as in is night school rather.
revenue significant awareness that any but
and negative effect, enough,
so many students to

Despite the hard fact is with 1971—the only holder.
Vice-Presidents fairly that PAC, little was
hushing up and grief.
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are tough all over.
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ENGINEERS

Chemical...Mechanical...Industrial...Metallurgical...Ceramic...
N L INDUSTRIES OFFERS NOT JUST A JOB...
BUT A FUTURE.

N L Industries is a diversified, multina
tional manufacturer with sales in ex
ssion of 1 billion dollars.

Our openings are for results
oriented engineers interested in ad

Our campus interview date:

FEBRUARY 13, 14

N L INDUSTRIES
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Men/Minorities
Continuous beams take a long time to develop in a laboratory. The results are promising, but more work is needed to confirm the findings. The team is currently working on refining the process and conducting further experiments to improve the efficiency and reliability of the technique.
Hawks Don’t Team Up

Last Saturday night the Scarlet Hawks played their best offensive game of the year and led the Trolls of Trinity Christian College 77-76. How? Because while the ITT’s offensive game was clicking, things were sloppy at the defensive end of the court.

The offense was indeed great. For the most part, the Hawks were hitting everything. They played with confidence and poise that had been lacking throughout the rest of the season. Each shot taken was a good one, and each one was well-thought out. For once they were able to play well, and not just one or two players, but the whole team. Four Hawks ended the game in double figures.

Trolls Trouble Hawks

In two consecutive games played back to back against Trinity College of New York, the Hawks were able to overcome the ITT’s on their second game on January 20 and 21. The Hawks won both games to boost their record to 6-4 overall on the season.

For the games individually, ITT won on the first game by 8 points, 75-67. The scoring started when the Hawks scored the first 6 points of the game, while the ITT scored the first 3. The ITT then scored 14 points and the Hawks scored 10.

On February 1st, ITT traveled to New York to play Trinity on their home court. The Hawks have played outside the building before the risk was shown to be high. They scored first on a goal by the Polish girl in the first half. On their second goal in the second period, Dan Tinkham scored an assist from the Polish girl. The second period ended in favor of Trinity.
from here to there

Music
by James Matar

Homeless Brother—Don McLean
(United Artists). I thought McLean's gray album was very good, somewhat original in both music and lyrics, thought-provoking and emotionally involving. But here he seems to have lost all the qualities which made that album shine. "Winter Has Me in Its Grip" is a snoozer tune with banal lyrics. "La La Love You" continues the banality, racking in on the passionate sexuality of "Mercyman" with all kinds of glee-headed sexual innuendoes. This kind of "auto eroticism" might be cute if it little Don wasn't interrupting the ball out of the vocals. This music is not remarkable, though the session folk are good. "Homeless Brother" is all right, with Pete Seeger helping out on background vocals, but I think McLean's on the wrong side. "Sundown Life for Me" is George Harrison's hit tune to Kings. McLean lacks it in on help while Ralph McDonald makes weird percussion sound in back. "The Legend of Andrew McCrea" is a horribly unfeeling and tasteless attempt at historic humor. Unlike "Black Cloud" or "Maxwell's Silver Hammer," this song leaves its impact and truth. The macabre situation like a sociable party joke, making McLean look rather insensitive and crude.

"Wonderful Baby" is an excellent cuddly kidder song with ethereal romance accompanying. "You Have Lived" is just more of the Prude Parade, while "Great Big Man" is a job at modern man, the tool of industrialized, commercialized society, the ultimate loser in every political race. "Tangled Like a Spider in Her Hair" is in a new tone, with slightly blantly lyrics. "Crying in the Chapel" has McLean in front of the Persuasions, which group's depth of vocal blend makes him sound like a squeaking Easter bunny. "Did You Know" is the finale, nothing special.

Tech News is looking for a Sports Editor. All that is required is an understanding of athletics and a desire to see your name in print. Apply at the offices of Technology News, HUB basement.

UB WANTS YOU!

TO ATTEND:
the 'COMIN' OUT' MIXER!!

 fri. - Feb. 7 8:00 pm
hub ballroom FREE BEER
$1.00 GIRLS & $1.50 GUYS
THE PAUL JONES BAND
AGE ID REQUIRED

FOLK MUSIC

Dave McKenzie
Wed. Feb. 12 noon - 1 pm
Hub Caf.
( and it's FREE !!!!! )

ABRETTA
scooters
Sales Service Parts
complete tune
accessories
Vieca 100 MPG
Bec. 11g. 120cc
on available

METRO HICAGO
AUTORS
1000 N. LaSalle
Midnight Daily
10:30 pm

Jean-Pants
$5.50 up
Save 20% to 50% Off
Jackets-Shirts-Tops

A $2.00 Discount
With This Coupon
Pants Shop
3513 S. Halsted
Middle of Block
In a game last Wednesday night where the Hawks gained the lead early, the University of Illinois at Chicago campus scored 177.7.

The UIC Hawks had not scored until almost four minutes of the game had passed and it's hard to tell why anyone, or anyone's, would have shifted the situation at that early stage.

For the basketball championship of the Illinois Women's Basketball Association, the Hawks had finished their season by being the third team in the league.

Each team played for the championship in a single-game tournament. The teams were selected based on their regular season record and performance in the conference.

In the final game, the Hawks defeated the University of Illinois at Chicago campus to win the championship. The Hawks had been the top seed in the conference, and they were able to control the game from the start. They won by a score of 72-59, earning their first conference title in women's basketball.

Bernie the Basque

Inference: Bernie the Basque is a character who appears in this text, possibly a mascot or a fan figure associated with the University of Illinois at Chicago basketball team.

Sports Streamline

By Jerry McElroy

In light of recent events occurring within the Athletic Department (the Borough of Newspapers) Basketball) TN asked the Athletic Director, Dr. J. Scanlon, about his future plans for the department.

Dr. Scanlon's goal is to return IU to the level of respectability they enjoyed in the fifteen and early sixties. Since that time, IU has had some less years. Dr. Scanlon thinks this may be partially due to the decreasing number of high schools graduating basketball players.

With the arrival of Mr. Martin, the new coach for the Department, IU has already shown signs of improvement. The current college basketball season is expected to be competitive, and IU is expected to be a force to be reckoned with.

Where is Jose?

By John Wakefield

"If there's one man we hate to lose, it's him. He's been playing some outstanding basketball for us and we've really been counting on him. He's been a real leader for us this season." Jose had been a key player for the Hawks this year, scoring consistently and contributing to the team's success.

The Hawks were currently in third place in the conference, and Jose's absence would be a significant loss for them. The team would need to find a way to replace his scoring and leadership to maintain their position.

More Technosports on page 10.

The IIT Scarlet Hawks play Northeastern Illinois University at Northeastern on a Wednesday night with a two-game series against Illinois Institute of Technology. The Hawks have been the top team in the conference for the past few years and are expected to continue their dominance.
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